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SERIES PREFACE
Environmental Science and Technology

The Environmental Science and Technology Series of Monographs, Textbooks,
alld Advances is devoted to the study ofthe quality of the environment and to the
technology of its conservation. Environmental science therefore relates to the
dlcmical, physical, and biological changes in the environment through
contamin.ation or modification, to the physical nature and biological behavior of
air, water, soil, food, and waste as they are affected by man's agricultural,
IIIdustrial, and social activities, and to the application of science and technology
10 the control and improvement of environmental quality.
The deterioration of environmental quality, which began when man first
<,ollccted into villages and utilized fire, has existed as a serious problem under the
rvcr-increasing impacts of exponentially increasing population and of
Illdustrializing society. Environmental contamination of air, water, soil, and food
has become a threat to the continued existence of many plant and animal
<llll1munities of the ecosystem and may ultimately threaten the very survival of
Ihc human race.
I t seems clear that if we are to preserve for future generations some semblance
of the biological order of the world of the past and hope to improve on the
ddcriorating standards of urban public health, environmental science and
Irchnology must quickly come to playa dominant role in designing our social
.Il1d industrial structure for tomorrow. Scientifically rigorous criteria of environIIll'lItal quality must be developed. Based in part on these criteria, realistic
.,t:lndards must be established and our technological progress must be tailored to
IIICe( them. It is obvious that civilization will continue to require increasing
;1I11ounts of fuel, transportation, industrial chemicals, fertilizers, pesticides, and
(ountless other products; and that it will continue to produce waste products of
,III dcscriptions. What is urgently needed is a total systems approach to modern
'lvilization through which the pooled talents of scientists and engineers, in
, "opcration with social scientists and the medical profession, can be focused on
Ihr dcvelopment of order and equilibrium in the presently disparate segments of
Ihr human cnvironment. Most of the skills and tools that are needed are already
III existcncc. Wc surely havc a right to hope a technology that has created such
IIlallifold cnvironl\lcnt prohlems is also capahlc of solving them. It is our hopc
VII
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that this Series in Environmental Sciences and Technology will not only serve to
make this challenge more explicit to the established professionals, but that it also
will help to stimulate the student toward the career opportunities in this vital
area.
ROBERT

L.

METCALF

WERNER STUMM

PREFACE

Thc objectives of this book are (1) to treat features of chemical kinetics in
IIqucous solutions and in the context of aquatic systems (oceans, fresh water,
atmospheric water, and soil), (2) to strengthen our understanding of reaction
Il1cchanisms and of specific reaction rates in natural waters and in water
technology, and (3) to stimulate innovative research in aquatic chemical kinetics.
The authors-physical and inorganic chemists, surface and colloid chemists,
~cochemists, oceanographers, aquatic chemists, chemical engineers, and
environmental engineers-have attempted to write their chapters in such a way
liS to provide a teaching book and to assist the readers (students; geochemists;
physical chemists; air, water, and soil scientists; and environmental engineers) in
IIlldcrstanding general principles; emphasis is on explanation and intellectual
\till1ulation rather than on extensive documentation. The information given
should also be helpful in guiding research in aquatic chemistry and in applying
k IIlef ics to the exploration of naturally occurring processes and in developing
1l,·W cngineering practices.
III this volume we progress from simple concepts and laboratory studies to
IIpplications in natural water, soil, and geochemical systems. We start by
lilt IOducing kinetics as a discipline and giving a set of basic principles emphasIIlIlg the elementary reaction as a basic unit of chemical processes. Then we
t Ilscuss the environmental factors that are of importance in cont~olling the rate of
,hcmical transformations and illustrate from a mechanistic point of view the
k Illet ics of chemical catalysis in the areas of cloud chemistry, groundwater
, hCllIistry, and water treatment processes. We show how to use linear free-energy
It"latiollships-to bridge the gap between kinetics and equilibria--especially for
Ir;ll"l ions of homologous series of compounds in order to procure kinetic
lltiollllation on reactions that have not been determined in the laboratory. Such
Iltiolll1ation is especially useful in the chemical transformation of chemical
polllltants and in redox processes. We address the question of whether in some
Illstallccs the rates of biogeochemical reactions may be influenced, or even
I IIl1t IOlIcd, hy the rates of metal coordination reactions.
All apprcciation of the role of solid-water interfaces and surface-controlled
,,·actiolls is a prerequisite for understanding many important processes in
1I;lllIral systcms, and especially thc cOlltrihutions of physicochemical and
IX
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biological reactions. Thus, special attention is paid to the kinetics of surface
reactions. The discussion spans the range from ab initio quantum mechanical
calculations and frontier-molecular-orbital theories to extracellular enzymatic
reactions and includes the adsorption of organic solutes and redox processes
occurring at these surfaces. It is shown that the geochemical cycling of electrons
is not only mediated by microorganisms but is of importance at particle-water
interfaces, especially at the sediment-water interface due to strong redox
gradients and in surface waters due to heterogeneous photoredox processes. This
volume also reflects the great progress achieved in recent years in the study of
kinetics of the dissolution of oxide and carbonate minerals and the weathering of
minerals.
Finally, we demonstrate in discussions on weathering rates in the field, on the
kinetics of colloid chemical processes, and on the role of surficial transport
processes in geochemical and biogeochemical processes that spatial and temporal heterogeneities and chemical versus transport time scales need to be
assessed in order to treat the dynamics of real systems.
Most of the authors met in March 1989 in Switzerland for a workshop.
Background papers formed the basis for the discussions. However, this book is
not the "proceedings of a conference", instead, it is the offspring of the workshop
and its stimulating discourses.
I am most grateful to many colleagues who have reviewed individual chapters
and have given useful advice. Credit for the creation of this volume is, of course,
primarily due to its authors.
WERNER STUMM

Zurich, Switzerland
January 1990
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AQUATIC CHEMICAL
KINETICS

1
KINETICS OF CHEMICAL
TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE
ENVIRONMENT
Alan T. Stone
Department of Geography and Environmental Engineering,
The fohns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland

and
James J. Morgan
Department of Environmental Engineering Science, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, California

I, INTRODUCTION

hlvironmental chemists are most often concerned with the response of an
\'lIvironmental system to change, This change may be natural (such as the
dllllnal cycle of solar irradiation) or caused by human intervention (such as the
dispersion of a pesticide), Since change is such a major concern, it should not be
Nlilprising that chemical kinetics is an integral component of models
natural
Nystellls, Intrinsically "kinetic" questions concerning the nature and behavior of
IIlIt IIlal systems include:

0"

W hen will the maximum concent1'ation of a pollutant appear in a system, and
how high will it be?
When will the minimum concentration of an important nutrient occur, and
how low will it be?
What is the residence time of a particular element or species?
Will a given compound be accumulated or exported from an open system?
Ilow is the ability of various physical processes to transport a compound
depelldent on its chemical form?

III Ihls chapter, we will discuss (\) the basic "unit" of chemical kinetics, the
,l"lIl\'/llalY reaction; (2) collections of elementary reactions that represent entire

2
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chemical processes; (3) dynamic models that represent complete natural and
engineered systems; (4) unique characteristics of surface chemical reactions; and
(5) kinds of kinetic information and how they can be used to answer questions
such as the ones listed above.
Chemical kinetics can be examined on several levels of sophistication (Gardiner, 1969; Denbigh and Turner, 1984). The first level is qualitative and based
solely on prior practical experience; if a certain set of chemical conditions exists,
a particular outcome is observed. Experiments can be performed that systematically catalog factors influencing rates of chemical reactions. The next level
attempts to capture the chemical dynamics of a system in a quantitative
description; a set of equations is developed using experimentally derived rate
constants allowing reaction rates to be predicted over a range of chemical
conditions. Whether or not extrapolations accurately predict chemical reactions
under unexplored chemical conditions depends on how well the set of kinetic
equations and rate constants captures the true dynamics of the system. On the
most fundamental level, chemical kinetics is a molecular description of chemical
reactions. A series of encounters between chemical species is hypothesized, and
the level of agreement between the proposed mechanism and experimental
findings is critically examined. In special circumstances, the molecular description of chemical reactions allows generalizations to be made concerning the
reaction behavior of an entire class of compounds. These generalizations provide
the basis for structure-reactivity relationships, which yield quantitative predictions concerning rates of unexplored chemical reactions.
A mechanism is a set of postulated molecular events that results in the
observed conversion of reactants to products (Gardiner, 1969). Proposed mechanisms are important statements about the dynamics of a chemical process. As
we shall see, mechanisms imply certain relationships between physical and
chemical properties of a system (species concentrations, temperature, ionic
strength, etc.) and rates of chemical transformations. As long as these relationships are consistent with experimental evidence, proposed mechanisms are
considered useful. The provisional nature of all chemical mechanisms is important to recognize; as new experimental evidence is acquired, proposed mechanisms are tested with greater scrutiny. At some point, all mechanisms may have
to be discarded in favor of new proposed mechanisms that agree more favorably
with experimental evidence.

2.

2.1.

THE BASIC "UNIT" OF CHEMICAL PROCESSES:
THE ELEMENTARY REACTION
Reaction Mechanisms

for thc moment, that a proposed mechanism has heen provided. What
docs this mechanism tcllus ahout the course and rate of a chcmical process, and
about thc inllucnce of variolls physical and chcmical factors"
ASSUllH:,

The elementary reaction

3

We begin by considering an important environmental reaction, the basel'atalyzed hydrolysis of carboxylic acid esters (Tinsley, 1979):

Reaction Mechanism
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Un'rull Reaction
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+
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(7)

1'lIrll step or molecular event in a reaction mechanism is called an "elementary
1l'lIl'tion", Each elementary reaction listed above is balanced for both mass and
I'hlll~C, The rate at which an elementary reaction takes place is proportional to
tIll' l'llnccntration of each species participating in the molecular event:
1III'Il'IIsing participant concentrations yields a proportional increase in encounter
""'IIIl"I1CY, This observation, called the principle of mass action (Gardiner, 1969)
I~ till' hasis for quantitative treatment of reaction kinetics, Reaction 7, which
II'Pll'Sl'I1ts the overall reaction stoichiomctry, is also balanced for mass and

4
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charge. Reaction 7 is a composite of several molecular events; it cannot be used
to make fundamental statements concerning reaction mechanism and rate.
Rates of each reaction step can be calculated by use of the principle of mass
action and values of pertinent rate constants. The rate of the hydroxide ion
addition to the ester is given by
(8)

Changes in concentrations for particular chemical species are found by accounting for both production and consumption. Net loss of ester, for example, is given
by
d[RCOOR']
dt

2.2.

Concentration versus Time

We are often concerned with changes in concentration as a function of time,
requiring that rate equations be integrated. This requires that boundary
conditions be taken into account, such as the concentrations of species at the
onset of reaction (t = 0). Equation 9 cannot be integrated without some additional work, since changes in [RCOOR'] and [RC(O-)(OH)(OR')] are interconnected with changes in concentrations of other reaction species. We will leave
the discussion of processes involving two or more elementary reactions for a later
section.
Most elementary reactions involve either one or two reactants. Elementary
reactions involving three species are infrequent, because the likelihood of
simultaneous three-body encounter is small. In closed, well-mixed chemical
systems, the integration of rate equations is straightforward. Results of integration for some important rate laws are listed in Table 1, which gives the
concentration of reactant A as a function of time. First-order reactions are
particularly simple; the rate constant k has units of s - \ and its reciprocal value
(11k) provides a measure of a characteristic time for reaction. It is common to
speak in terms of the half-life (t l/Z ) for reaction, the time required for 50% of the
reactant to be consumed. When

[A]=HA]a,
0.693
tl/Z=-k-

(10)
(11)

For first-order reactions in closed vessels, the half-life is independent of the initial
reactant concentration. Defining characteristic times for second- and third-order
reactions is somewhat complicated in that concentration units appear in the
reaction rate constant k. Integrated expressions arc availahle in a numher 01

The elementary reaction
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1:\ BLE l. Analytical Solutions to Differential Equations Describing
VI"nll'ntary Reactions

11<llIlldary conditions: at t=O.

I'list-order reaction
;\-"---.p,

k(units S-I)

d~~J =

-k[AJ,

S"l'IIlId-Order Reactions

A + A -"---. P,

k (units

I hird-Order Reactions

~ A -"---. P,

[AJ=[AJo e- k '
MiS

d[AJ = - k[AJ2
dt
2
,

d~~J =

;\ I ;\

[AJ = [AJo
[BJ =[BJo

1)

[AJ=

[AJo

1+2k[AJot

-k[AJ[BJ,

k (units M

d[AJ = - k[AJ3
dt
3
,

,2 S - I)

[AJ=

[AJo

)1 +6kt[AJ6kt

_llIlIdal<1 references (e.g., Capellos and Bielski, 1980; Laidler, 1987; Moore and
1"'.11 '.011, 1(81).

III" chemical kinetics of interest can be defined by a single elementary
11'01111011, hut the reaction occurs in an open system, the differential equation for
It'ill IlIlIl must be elaborated accordingly. In a later section, we will discuss how
I.. " II chemical reaction and mass transport can be accounted for in calculating
I h,III}'l'S in species concentrations as a function of time.
\I

1. I,

Tht'ory of Elementary Reactions, ACT

I 1I'IIII'IlIary reactions are distinguished from one another by the chemical
I 11.11 a 1'1 nisI ics of the participating reactants and their modes of interaction with
"110 ;11101 her. Fundamental distinctions are made between unimolecular reac11"11', (l',g" A -4 products), bimolecular reactions (e,g" A + B--->products), and
111"',1' o<'cllrring in homogeneous solution and those occurring at an interface
1110 it'1' "',clleous reaclion). All elementary reactions are, however, representations
,01 ',lIl1'k Illolecular events, and therefore rate constants should respond in
"llIti.lI. Jllnliclable ways 10 changes in the physical characteristics of the system
111.1i ,I 1\ l'<' I illolecular molion: lemperature, pressure, and ionic strength. Activ,I," ""IIJl"',\ Iheory (;\( "1'), also referred 10 as transitioll-state Iheory(TST), was
01, \, l"l)('d 10 explore Ihese relatiollships,
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The ACT begins by postulating an activated complex for each elementary
reaction, the high-energy ground-state species formed from the encounter of
reactant molecules. An elementary bimolecular reaction
A+ B

k

------->

products

( 12)

can be viewed as the formation of the activated complex (AB), and its eventual
decay to form products:

K'"

A+B¢(AB)'"
(AB)'"

------->

products

( 13)
(14)

where A, B, and (AB)'" are in local equilibrium with one another, and K '" is a
kind of equilibrium constant. Decay of the activated complex to form products is
simply related to the vibrational frequency of the species imparted by thermal
energy (Gardiner, 1969):
R=v[(AB)"']=

k~T [(AB)"']

(15)

where kB is Boltzmann's constant and Ii is Planck's constant. This is a useful
formulation, since intrinsically chemical aspects of the reaction are contained in
~he value of K "'. The TST was developed originally by Eyring and others on the
basis of statistical mechanics [see, e.g., Lasaga (1983) or Moore and Pearson
(1981)].
The rate of product formation (e.g., in moles per liter per second) is related to
the concentration (in moles per liter) of the activated complex (AB)"'. Because
K '" is a thermodynamic quantity, it is related to the activity of the species
involved in reaction 13.
K",_{(AB)"'}_ [(AB)"'])!",
- {A}{B} - =-C[A-=-]C=-[B-=-]-YA'YB

(16)

where YA, YB, and 1'", are activity coefficients for species A, B, and (AB)"',
respectively. Equations 15 and 16 can now be combined in order to find the rate
of product formation as a function of the concentrations of reactants A and B:
R= kBTYAYB K"'[A][B]=k[A][B]

Ii

( 17)

1'",

with the rate constant for the reaction given by
Ii II r l' A I'll I\.
"

l'

I

I

(I X)
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(in liters per mole per second). Equations 17 and 18 indicate the connection
hetween the ACT rate for an elementary bimolecular reaction and the second(lrder rate constant k.
Ionic Strength. The effect of ionic strength on rates of elementary reactions
readily follows. Using Eq. 18, we can let ko be the value of the second-order rate
l"onstant in the reference state, such as an infinitely dilute solution (where all the
IIctivity coefficients are unity); k is the rate constant at any specified ionic
strength:

(19)
"rom the ionic strength, values of YA' YB, and l' * can be calculated using the
I >avies equation (Stumm and Morgan, 1981, p. 135). (The charge of the activated
complex is known; it is simply the sum of the charge of the two reactants.)
Activity coefficients for anions and cations typically decrease as the ionic
Ht rength is increased. According to Eq. 19, increasing the ionic strength (1) lowers
the reaction rate between a cation and anion, (2) raises the reaction rate between
like-charged species, and (3) has little effect on reaction rate when one or both of
the reactants is uncharged.
Temperature. The effect of temperature on rate constants for elementary
1"l~lIctions will now be examined. To assist in the interpretation of experimental
illlimnation, Arrhenius (1889) postulated the following relationship:
(20)

_-t

/1 ( T) and Ea are referred to as the Arrhenius parameters. The logarithmic
of Eq. 20

1'01111

E.

In k=ln A - RT
MII/1.J.\ests plotting logarithms of experimental rate constants versus reciprocal
IIh~ollitc temperatures (l/T) to estimate the preexponential factors A and
IIl'tlvation energies Ea. We can relate the Arrhenius parameters to ACT by
IltI~tlllating a Gibbs free energy of activation, llGo*, related to K* in the
rollowing manner:
(22)
hlllHtion IX can now be rewritten in terms of llGo*, llHo*, and IlSo*:
k= kllTYAYII
II 1'*

e

/lG"'/RI'-;

kllTYAYII
II i'l

e/lS"'/Re

/l1I"'/RT

(23)

